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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with explicit formulas and algorithms for computing integral of rational function of bivariate polynomial 
numerators with linear denominators over a (- 1 ,l) square in the local parametric space. These integrals arise in finite element formulations 
of second-order partial differential equations. Explicit evaluation of these integrals produce analytical finite element relations, provided that 
the original element geometry is restricted to a linear convex quadrilateral. We have also presented two algorithms, either of these can be 
used to compute n(n + 1)/2 integrals of 0th to nth order bivariate polynomial numerator whenever (n + 1) such integrals of order 0 (zero) to 
n in one of the variates are known by explicit integration formulas. The analytical quadrature formulas from cubic to quintic monomial 
numerator in one of the variates due to different element geometry are, for clarity and reference, summarized in tabular forms. All the 
explicit formulas are constructed with three simple functions of element nodal values. They can be easily coded and save much computation 
time besides their inherent merit on numerical accuracy associated with analytical integration. We have also derived some integration 
formulas for the product of global derivatives which has applications to second-order linear partial differential equations in a variety of 
disciplines. Finally, an application example to compute the torsional constant K for an equilateral triangular cross-section is also considered 
for which we have explained the detailed computational scheme. 0 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, the finite element method has proved superior to other numerical methods due to its better 
adaptability to any complex geometry. However, this advantage is supported by the element-wise mapping 
between the global system and the local system which transforms a curvilinear element in global (Cartesian) 
coordinate system into a (- 1,l) square with respect to local (parametric) coordinate system [l-3]. 
However, the algebraic integration needed to derive explicit finite element relations generally defies our 
analytic skill and in most cases, it appears to be a prohibitive task [l], so that from a practical point of view, 
numerical integration is not only necessary but very important as well. Although the numerical integration for 
the evaluation of the element matrices of governing differential equations is both simple and adaptive to 
computer programming, it increases very significantly, the computations to be performed and demands much 
computation time in comparison with the finite difference method. Therefore, if explicit (and simple) 
expressions of element matrices is obtained, a big reduction in the computation time is expected. We also note 
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another important aspect in regard to the evaluation of such finite element relations is that numerical integration 
is not yet totally worked out, except for simple rectangular and parallelogram finite elements for whhh a 
appropriate quadrature rule gives exact results. 
The present paper concentrates on a general convex quadrilateral finite element normalized with respect to the 
(- 1, 1) square in the local parametric space which may be one of the most widely used elements and this has 
been the topic of discussion by several authors [4-71. In order to produce the algebraic finite element relations 
of this problem, it is mainly a matter of analytically integrating certain rational integrands having a linear 
denominator and a bivariate polynomial numerator. As in [6,7] this paper also attempts to give a systematic 
derivation of the explicit integration formulas for such rational integrands over a (- 1, 1) square in the local 
parametric space, provided that the original element geometry is restricted to a linear convex quadrilateral. 
However, the present derivations are free from tedious and complicated algebraic expressions proposed in [6,7]. 
We have also presented two algorithms either of which can be used to compute the n(n + 1)/2 integrals of 0th to 
nth order bivariate polynomial numerator whenever (n + 1) such integrals of order 0 to n in one of the variates 
are known by the explicit integration formulas proposed in Theorems 5.1-5.9. The analytical quadrature 
formulas from cubic to quintic monomial numerator in one of the variates is summarized in Tables 2-4. We 
have also derived some integration formulas for the product of global derivatives which finds applications in 
many areas of science and engineering. These are improved over the earlier forms derived in [7]. In the 
derivation of these formulas it is shown that the integration formulas of global derivatives can be expressed in 
an alternative form which contains integrals of rational functions of a single variate numerator with a linear 
denominator and a term which can be fully integrated. Finally, an application example to compute the torsional 
constant K for an equilateral triangular cross-section studied by Nguyen [8] is considered for which we have 
explained the detailed computational scheme. We wish to emphasise that our purpose here is simply to 
demonstrate the derived integration formulas and not to find an accurate value of torsional constant K. It may be 
necessary to consider the subparametric formulations of the present derivations. In this paper, through Theorems 
5.1-5.9, it is shown that the rational integrated expressions consists of two parts, the first part can be expressed 
as an algebraic polynomial of three nodal function values or equivalently an algebraic polynomial of four 
triangular areas forming the linear convex quadrilateral element and the second part is always expressed as a 
linear sum of the logarithms of these four triangular areas. This kind of an explicit formula of rational integrated 
expression is not obtained earlier [4-61. These derivations have resulted as a consequence of the basic lemmas: 
Lemmas 4.1-4.4 on integration, proposed for the first time in the present paper. 
2. Explicit form of the Jacobian and global derivatives 
Let us consider a quadrilateral of Fig. l(a) in the global Cartesian coordinate system (x,, x2) which is 
normalised to a 2-square in the local parameteric coordinate system (s,, s2) as shown in Fig. l(b). Let N,, 
denotes the shape function of node n, then N, are expressed as [7] 
1 
N,=q(l+s,,s,)(l+s,,s,), n=l,2,3,4 
where (snl, s,*), (n = 1,2,3,4) refer to (s, , s2) coordinate of node IZ. 
Then, the parametric representation can be expressed as 
(1) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. Finite element geometry. (a) Original convex quadrilateral in the global Cartesian coordinate system (x, , x,); (b) normalised Z-square 
in the local parametric coordinate system (s,, s?). 
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x,=N,,(s,,s2)x,; (i=1,2;n=1,2,3,4) (2) 
where (x, , , xn2) represents the coordinate of node n in the global Cartesian coordinate system and the 
summation convention is used with respect to subscript n. 
We can also express Eq. (2) on using 
1 
Xi = 4 (a, + b;s, + c;s* + d,s,s,) 
where 
Eq. (1) as 
(3) 
a, =x,; +x2, +x3, +x4, , b, = -xii + x2; + xj; - x4, , 
c; = -x,; -x2; +x3, +x4; , d; = Xl, - x*i + x,i -x4, 
(i = 1,2) 
By using Eqs. (3) and (4), the Jacobian .I can be expressed explicitly as 
J= 
a@,, x*) ax, ax, ax, ax, i -=-----=- 
a(+ s2) as, as, as, as, 
$3 &l+ %Sl + %S2> 
where 
Qo = (xq, -x*,)(x,2 -4 -(x,1 -x3,)(x4* -x*2) 
aI = (x3, -x4,)(x,* -x*2) - (X]] -x2,)(x32 -x4*) 
a2 = 64, -n,,)(x22 -x32)-(x2, -x3,)(x42 -x,2) 
From the chain rule of partial differentiation, we can write 
{ :;::j =[ “,:: ::I: ;::::r:]{ I%:} 
The inverse relation of Eq. (7) is 
{Z:} = f [ 2(;;r, 
Solving for aN, /ax, gives 
aN 
~=Bfip(S;+S,;)/(~~+~]S,+(Y2S2) 
p=l,2 
% n=l 3 2 3 3 7 4 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
where the summation convention is used with respect to subscript i only, so that we also have 
B:, =x4* -x32, B:] =x32 -x22 &2=x3, -x413 e2 =x2, --x3, 
B:, =x32 -x42, B:l =xl2 -x42 B;2 =x4, --x3, , Bi2 =x41 -XII 
&I =x12 --x22 7 B:, =x42 -x~2 B:2 =x2, --xl, , G2 =x,1 -x4, 
(10) 
B:, =x22 -x,2, B:, =x22 -x32 &2 =x1, -x2,7 e2 =x3, --x2, 
Following Okagbe [6], we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Ti denote the area of partial triangle in the global Cartesian coordinate system composed 
of vertex i and two adjacent nodes (see Fig. 2). Then, the Jacobian values at node i and at the varicentre s, = 0, 
s2 = 0 (denoted by K, and K,) can be written as 
K, = IJ(si,, si2)1 =; Ti , i= 1,2,3,4 (11) 
and 
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Fig. 2. Partial triangles T, (i = 1,2,3,4). T,: area of triangle spanning vertex 1 and adjacent vertices 2 and’4; Tz: area of triangle spanning 
vertex 2 and adjacent vertices 1 and 3; T,: area of triangle spanning vertex 3 and adjacent vertices 2 and 4: T,: area of triangle spanning 
vertex 4 and adjacent vertices 1 and 3. 
K0 = (J(0, O)( = $ V (12) 
where V denotes the area of quadrilateral 
V=T,+T,=T,+T, 
THEOREM 2.2. Let a, b and c denote the appropriate constants defined by 
a = K, b = (K2 - K,)/2 c = (2K, -K, - K,)/2 
Then, the Jacobian can be explicitly written as 
J=a+bs, +cs, 
By comparison with Eqs. (5) and (15), and the properties of Bqs. (ll)-(14), we have 
cyO = 8a = 2 X area of quadrilateral 
(Y, = 8b = 2(T, - T4) = 2(t, - T,) 
a2 = SC = 2(T, - T,) = 2(T, - T2) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
3. Problem statement 
The general convex quadrilateral finite element in the Cartesian coordinate system (xi, x2) is normalised with 
respect o the (- 1, 1) square in the local parametric system (si, s2) as discussed in detail in the previous section. 
We know that over such a 2-square, a variety of Lagrange interpolations can be applied in cases with a linear 
polynomial mapping interpolation basis isoparametrically or subparametrically. Then, the corresponding 
Jacobian is linear with respect to s, and s2. In order to obtain analytical finite element matrix due to a 
second-order partial differential equation via weighted residual, etc. formulations without numerical integration, 
it suffices to develop the explicit formula of the rational integrals of the form: 
where the numerator f(s , , s2) in the above equation is restricted to polynomials in s 1 and s2. I$ as defined in Bq. 
(17) is termed the rational integrated expression and is to be obtained explicitly. It is a function of cyO, czi and (Ye 
or equivalently of the constants a, b and c. In general, a simple function f(s ,, sz) may be written as bivariate 
polynomial 
(18) 
where (Y, p are non-negative integers and f& are arbitrary constants. 
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However, the present paper is focussed on the calculation of the following monomial of rational integral: 
From Eqs. (18) and (19), an extension to the integral of Eq. (17) can be obtained as 
(19) 
which follows from the linearity property of integrals. 
4. Some basic integration formulas 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f(s,, s2) = Xizo X.p+4=n f,,sTsz and g(s,, s2) be any arbitrary function of s, and sz then 
f(s,,sZ)g(s,,sZ)ds, $= i 2 (-1)” 
m=op+q=m 
where 
I,(&,, s2)) = I ds,, s2)&, 
z,z,(g(s,? s2N = 1 (1 ds,, s2) b, h2 > 
&(s,7 SJ) = f(f g(s,, s2) b* ds, > 
. . . .,. . . . . . . . .._ . . . . . . . . . . 
(g(s,, 32) 6,) h, . . . > ds, 
PROOF. By use of the method of integration by parts, the above result of Eqs. (21)-(22) follows. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f(s,, sa) be a bivariate polynomial of Eq. (18), then 
I I 
I$ = II -1 -1 [f(s,, s,)/(ab + qs, + ~,S,)l dJ-1 h, 
= G(-1, 1) - G(1, -1) + G(l, 1) - G(-1, 1) (23) 
where 
W,, ~2) = If(s,, s,)/(ab + @,s, + cu,s,)l ds, 
> 
ds, 
PROOF. The result easily follows using integration by parts, 
(21) 
(22) 
(24) 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let us define 
1 
Then, it can be shown that 
1 
z;(z;(u)) = - 
[ 
((yg + (Yrs, + (y2S*)P+q-’ 
CYpY; Ip+q-1 I 
IIn (a0 + aIsl + cy2) - Cp+q--ll 
where 
1 1 1 
cp+q_*=l+~+~+~~*+p+q_l’ p+qa2 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(p, q are non-negative integers) 
PROOF. Use of mathematical induction and repeated integration leads us to 
[ 1 ln(cu,+cw,s, +cu,s,)- l+++++*.*+- 
k-l >I 
for all non-negative integral values k 5 2. 
Letting k =p and repeating the integration with respect o the variable s2 for q-times, we obtain the result of 
Eqs. (26) and (27). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3 
We also quote the following two simple results from Okabe [6]: 
LEMMA 4.4. With respect to the monomial sys:, we have the explicit formula of the form: 
I I 
II SmSn * ds  = (1 + (-l)“Xl + (-1)“) I2 I 2 -1 -1 (m+ l)(n+ 1) 
THEOREM 4.1 (General recurrence relation). The rational integrated expression I7f of Eq. (17) satisfies the 
general recurrence relation of the form: 
@p” + @J;+“” + qq”+l = 
(1 + (- 1)“Xl + (- 1)“) 
(m + l)(n + 1) (29) 
PROOF. Follows from Eq. (28). 
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5. Explicit integral formulas 
We consider here an arbitrary linear quadrilateral. We restrict ourselves so that all Tj (i = 1, 2,3,4) be 
positive, (see Fig. 2) i.e. our quadrilateral should be strongly convex. Then, we clearly have a positive a0 = 8a 
and element geometry is strongly dependent on the other constants (Y, and CY~. If LY, = cu, = 0, then we have an 
arbitrarily oriented parallelogram of Fig. 3(a). If (Y, Z 0 and CY~ = 0, and LY, = 0 and (Ye # 0, then we have 
trapeziums of Fig. 3(b) and (c). In case (Y, # 0 and CX~ # 0, we have a fully distorted trapezium of Fig. 3(d). 
We first consider here, generally a fully distorted trapezium of Fig. 3(d) due to LY, # 0 and a; # 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let LX, # 0 and cy2 # 0, then we have the explicit integral formula for the monomial of rational 
integral: 
I I 
Ff’ = II b; /(a0 + a,~’ + ~~11 ds, ds, -I -I 
4 4 
= c {Gfbn(sn,,s,*)}s,,s,** + 2 ~~~k,r~,~)bn~~ (30) 
,I = I n=l 
where 
{(s, I1 s,,),n=l,2,3,4}={(-l,-1),(1-1),(1,1),(-1,1)} (31) 
4 
2 Gf;;l(~,,~,2)~,2 =Gf;(-l,-l)-G;;(l,-l)+Gf;(l,l)-Gfo”(-1,l) 
N = I 
(- 1s ~(i+l)altlru,[{(~~-~~)‘+‘-~~+‘}lnk,-~(a,-(y?)it’-(-~~)‘+‘J1nk, 
+ {(a0 + a*);+’ -(-~,)‘+‘}lnk,-{(ckO-tcu,)‘+‘-(Yf+’}lnk,] (32) 
i G$(s n,‘snds,,s,2 = G,, =On(- 1, -1) - G,Cd’“( 1, - 1) + Gg”(1, 1) - G,Cd’“(- 1, 1) 
??=I 
1 $ (i+ l)a~+~~-~k+~'ck+l 
= (i + l)ai+‘a; k=~ k + 1 
x[(-l)'+'k;+'-(_l)k+'/g+' +(_ly+'k:+ -(_l)'+'ki+'] (33) 
Y 
(0) 
3 
3 
4 2 LQ I 
0 5 
Cc) 
Fig. 3. Element geometry in the global Cartesian system (x,, x2). (a) An arbitrarily oriented parallelogram: (I, = 0, (z2 = 0; (b) trapezium 
+ + + 3 
with parallel sides 23 and 41: a, # 0, a, = 0; (c) trapezium with parallel sides 12 and 34: a, = 0, cxyI # 0; (d) fully distorted trapezium: 
(Y, # 0, cr* # 0. 
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where 
k, = a0 - a, - a; = 8(a - b - c) 
k, = a0 + a, - cy2 = 8(u + b - c) 
k, = a0 + a, + a2 = 8(a + b + c) 
k, = a,, - a, + a2 = 8(u - b + c) 
PROOF. We have by use of Lemma 4.1, withf(s,,s,) = s’, from Eqs. (21)-(22) 
il 
[s’, /(a,, + cr,s, + a&] ds, ds, = i (-l)kD:(sj)12(Z:+‘) 
k=O 
where 
Ll:=-$ 
1 
From Eqs. (35a), (35b) and Eq. (26) of Lemma 4.3, we have 
V, /(a,, + LY,S, + q,)l h, 
> 
ds, 
(34) 
(354 
(35b) 
= Gio(SI, ~2) (say) 
Writing Eqs. (35) as 
Gjo(s,, $2) = G?(.r,, s?;) + Gfb”(.r,, $2) 
where 
(36) 
(37) 
G,C,““(s,, s2) = i: ,+,(-l)~+,(g; ;)(,,S,)“+,,P,k+,,(ao + (Y,S, + o&+’ (38) 
and 
G$(s,, Q) = (-1)’ 
ln(cu, + (Y,s, + (YES*) 
(i + l)ly;+‘a, 1 [(a0 + a*s2y+ -(-a,sJ"] (39) 
We have now on use of Eqs. (35)-(38) and Lemma 4.2: 
1 I 
II 
[s’, /(a0 + a,s, + azs2)] ds, ds, = {G$“(-1, -1) - Gz”(l, -1) + Gz”(1, 1) - G$‘“(-1, I)} 
-I -I 
+ {Gfb”(- 1, - 1) - Gfb”( 1, - 1) + Gf;( 1, 1) - Gfb”(- 1,l)) 
(40) 
We have now on use of Eqs. (34)-(38) and (39) in Eq. (40) we obtain the result of Eqs. (30)-(34). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.2. For the expression IZzT1 Gfb”(s,,, s,,~)s,,,s,,~ 
{(Sd ,s,An= 1,2,3,4)={(-1, -l),(l, -l)>(l, 1),(-l, 1)) 
of Eqs. (36)-(40), the following holds: 
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1 
= (2m + l)cW:“+‘cI!, 
[{(~~-~~)2”+‘-~~+‘}Ink,-{(~~-a;)2”+’+(-a,)2m+’}lnk2 
+{(a0 + a2)2m+’ +(--(Y,)2m+‘}lnk, -{(czO+ (y2)2m+’ -cz~m+‘}lnk,] (41) 
k$:_,,,(-1, -1) - G;~_,,,(l, -1) + G;:_,,,(l, 1) - G;:_&l, 1)) 
= t(q) - %)2m - 47 ln 
2rna;“cw, 
+ I(cu, - a;)*” - $7 
2nl(Y:” a; 
(42) 
where (m = 1,2,3,4, . . .) 
PROOF. Letting i=2m and i=2m- 1, m= 1,2,... and use of Eqs. (34) and (39) in the expression: 
{G;;(-l,-l)-G$(l,-l)+G;“,(l,l)-G;;(-1,l)) 
We obtain the result of Eqs. (41) and (42). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let cy, # 0, cz2 # 0, then we have the explicit integral formula for the monomial of rational 
integral IT:“: 
= i {Gf;:(s,, , sn2)bn,s,2 + i W:(sn’ 9 ~,2)~~nlSn2 
II=’ PI=’ 
where 
{(.%I > s,,),n=l,2,3,4}=((-1,-l),(l,-l),(l,l),(-1,1)) 
={G~;(-1,-1)-G~;(l,-1)+G~;(l,1)-G~;(-1,1)) 
(434 
(43b) 
(- 1)’ 
= (j + l)ai,+‘a, 
[{(GJ~-~,)~+‘-cx~‘}~~~, -{(~O+a,)J”-a~~‘}lnk2 
+ {(a0 + a#+’ - (-cr2)“‘} In k, - {((y, - a,)‘+’ - (-cy2)‘+‘} In k,] (44) 
i’ G:%“l , sn2) = Gy(- 1, - 1) - G,cp”(l, -1) + GT( 1, 1) - Gz”(- 1, 1) 
1 
= (j + l)cyi,+‘a, 
(j+l)-(r+l) 
(y2 
c /+I 
x [(_ l)j+‘k;+’ _ (_ l)j+‘kr’ + (- l)‘+‘ky _ (_ l)‘+‘k:,‘] 
(45) 
PROOF. Proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.4. For the expression So=, {G~I’(s,,,, s,~)}s,,,s,~, {(s,,,, s,& n= 1,2,3,4)={(-1, -l), (1, -l), 
(1, l), (- 1, 1)) of Eqs. (44), the following holds: 
{G:;,,(-1, -1) - G;;;,,,(l, -1) + G&,(1,1) -G&,(-l, 1)) 
1 
= (2m + l)a:“+‘cu, 
[{(cz~ - ~y,)*~+’ - a?+‘} Ink, - {(a0 + a~,)*~+’ - a?+‘} Ink, 
+ {(a0 + ~u,)~~+’ + a:“+‘} ln k, - {(cy, - LY, )*“‘+I + a:mf’] In k,l (46) 
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{G&-,(-l, -1) - G$,,_,(l, -1) + G&-,(1, 1) -G&,-,(-l, I>> 
= [(ab - dm - 47 ln k_4 
2ma,2"a, ( > k, + [(a0 + a,)2m - a;“] 2m 2mff, a, In 2 ( > 3 (47) 
where (m = 1,2,3, . . .) 
PROOF. Proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Note 1. We observe that algebraic relations of the type 
k; + k; + k; + k; , -k’l + k; + k; - k; , 
-k’l - k’l + k; + k; , k’f - k; + k; - k; 
are useful in Eqs. (33) and (45). Hence, we have tabulated these algebraic relations upto n = 6 (see Table 1). 
Table 1 
Algebraic relations between tbe k, (i = 1,2,3,4) constants and a,, (Y,, a2 
Linear relations 
k,ik,+k,+k,=4a,, 
-k, + k, + k, -k, = 4a, 
-k, -k, C k, + k, = 4a2 
k, -k, + k, - k, = 0 
Quadratic relations 
k: f k; + k: + k: = 4(a:, f a: + ff ;, 
-k; - k; + k; f k: = 8a,a, 
-k; + k; + k; - k: = 8a,(u, 
k:-k;+k;-k:=8a,a; 
Cubic relations 
k; f k; f k; + k: = 4a&; + 3ff; + 3a:) 
-k; + k; + k; -k; = 4a,(3a:, + a: + 3ff:) 
-k; + k; f k; -k; = 4a,(3ff;; + ff; + 3c~:) 
kl’ - k; + k; - k; = 24a,,cu,a, 
Quartic relations 
k; + k; + k’: + k: = 4(a; + cx; + ff;, + 24(a&: + ff:a: + ff&:) 
-k: + k; + k’: -k: = I~cY~~,(cI:, + ff: + 3a:) 
-k: -k; + k’: + k; = I~cY~cY&x;; + 3& + ff:) 
k: -k; + k: -k; = 16q(~J3cy:, + a: + a:) 
Quintic relations 
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THEOREM 5.5. Let a, # 0 aad a; = 0, then we have the explicit integral formula for the monomial of rational 
integral II>’ 
= It+ (-lIJ1 (-1)’ 
(j+l> [a,(3 ~~~(~0 + a, )/(ab + a, )) 
+ 4 i: 
“I 
(- l)‘(cxO - a$ - (- l>k(CKO + 1Y$} 
k=O 1 
where 
C<, = 0 ; c,=1+;+.. .+;, k = (1,X 3,. . . , i) 
PROOF. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
(4fW 
THEOREM 5.6. Let a, # 0 and a2 = 0, then we have the explicit integral formula for the monomial of the 
rational integrals Il~m30, Ilfm+“‘, Il:*2n and IIy’2ni’ 
(4W 
2m+l 
@) p+i.ot$ SI 
kfo+ q,) 
ds, ds,, m=l,2... 
s;” ds, ds, 2 
(c) 
(a0 + a,s]) = (2n + 1) Ly, 
(d) #,k+, zf 
0 
PROOF. Proof of Eqs. (49c-d) are obvious. 
2k 
1 
(2m-2kf 1) 
Proof of Eq. (49a) follows by substituting 
and using the identity 
--$ [(ryo)2” - (CY]SJZrn] = - Sf” 
zm-I 
=(ffO+a,s,) c “0 
[ 0 
2m-1-k 
k=O aI 
(-sJk 
I 
(4% 
(49b) 
(49C) 
(49d) 
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Proof of Eq. (49b) follows by noting the relation 
2m+1,0 n, = [ 4 -(;)n:-,o] . (2m + l)a, 
THEOREM 5.7. Let a, = 0 and a; # 0, then we have the explicit integral formula for the monomial of the 
rational integrals ni’ 
= [l +(-l)‘] (-1)&j, 
(i + 1) 
[ 
Qrl lnko + a*)/(% - %)I 
1 j 
+- j+l 
ff2 
kEoc" jk = 0 
cqk{(- l)‘(czo - a2>k - (- l)k(czo + a,)“} 1 
where 
1 1 1 
C,=O; C,=l+~+~+***~, k=(l,2,3 ,..., j) (5Ob) 
PROOF. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let a, = 0 and CY~ # 0, then we have the explicit integral formula for the monomial of the 
rational integrals Il~‘2m, Il~~2mt1, 17~*So and 17~“+‘,“: 
(4 
(b) 
cc> 
(4 
@2m Ef 
1 I 
II sp ds, ds, -I (00 + a;s,) ’ m=l,2... 
~‘(~)‘mln~(~~+~2),(~o-~2)~-~~, (~)2k-1/(2m-2k+l) =- - (51a) 
1 
G~2m+ ’ Ef II 
’ s2 2m+1 dsl ds, 
1 (a0 + ~23) ’ 
m=l,2... 
-I - 
=-- 
2 (““>‘,” ln[(cu, + a;)/(cu, - a;)] +kz, (2)“/(2m - 2k + 1) 
a; a2 
(51b) 
1 
,F.O %f 
II 
’ 3;” ds, ds, 
-1 -1 &I + azsz> 
2 
L ln[(ab + (~,)/(a~ - a,)1 ,= (2n + 1) ff2 n=l,2,... 
fl:n+lso zf 
S;“+’ d.s, ds, 
aa + a232 
=O, n=l,2... 
(5lc) 
(51d) 
PROOF. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.6. 
THEOREM 5.9. In case of CY, = 0, a2 = 0, we have the explicit integral formula: 
= (1 + (-1)“Xl + (-l)“}/[(m + l)(n + l)cu,] (52) 
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6. Algorithms 
We shall now present two algorithms based on the general recurrence relation of Theorem 
207 
4.1. 
ALGORITHM 1. If the (N + 1) values of Integrals {nix”, p = 0, 1,2, . . . , N} are known by explicit integral 
formulas of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, then the integrals n;‘, (i+j=Nandi,j=0,1,2,...,N)canbecomputed 
by use of general recurrence relation of Theorem 4.1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Compute: fli%’ (by explicit integral formula) 
Forp=l,2,3 ,..., N 
(2.1) Compute: ni’” (by explicit integral formula) 
(2.2) Forn=0,1,2 ,..., p-l 
(2.2.1) m=(p-1)-n 
s;s; ds, ds, - ~ygl7”‘~” - LY,IT”‘+‘~” 
I 
(2.3) Next n 
Next p 
ALGORITHM 2. If the (N + 1) values of integrals {n”‘, p = 0, 1,2, . . . , N} are known by explicit integral 
formulas of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, then the integrals 17”, (i +j = N and i, j = 0, 1,2, . . . , N) can be computed 
by use of general recurrence relation of Theorem 4.1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Compute: JJi,’ (by explicit integral formula) 
Forp=l,2,3 ,..., N 
(2.1) Compute: ng,” (by explicit integral formula) 
(2.2) For II = 0, 1,2,. . . , p - 1 
(2.2.1) m = (p - 1) -n 
~7s; ds, ds, - ~$7”‘~” - c~,l7~,~+’ 1 
(2.3) Next n 
Next p 
7. Tabulation of analytical integration formulas 
Okabe [6] has tabulated explicit integration formulas of rational integrated monomials s~s;, (m, n) E ((0, 0), 
(1, 0), (1, 1 ), (2,0), (0,2)}. Using the theorems proposed in Section 5 of this paper, and by either Algorithms 1 
or 2, we can compute explicit integration formulas for any non-negative integers m, n = 0, 1,2, . . . . If we use 
ALgorithm 1, then by knowing explicit integral formulas for ni”, n:,‘, . . . ,17:,‘, we can recursively compute 
all the remaining integrals of the set {n,“,“, (m + y1 = N and m, n = 0, 1,2, . . . , IV)}. In an alternative approach, 
if we use Algorithm 2, then by knowing explicit integral formulas for ni,“, ni,‘, . . . , Di,n, we can recursively 
compute all the remaining integrals of the set {a:,“, (m + n = N and m, n = 0, 1,2, . . . , N)}. In view of this 
inherent advantage and the availability of 17:-O, fli*’ and fli,’ in [6] we further tabulate the integrals ni,‘, nl,’ 
and I7i.O for use in Algorithm 1. Also, for the similar reasoning with an aim to use Algorithms 2, we also 
tabulate the integrals nie3, I7:” and 17i.5. This will help us to use Algorithms 1 or 2 to compute analytical 
quadrature upto quintic numerator. Higher-order formulas, if necessary, can be then similarly computed by the 
theorems proposed in this paper. The analytical quadrature from cubic to quintic numerators due to different 
element geometry is tabulated in Tables 2-4. 
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Table 2 
Condition Integral Expression of formula 
(a) Explicit formulae of rational integrated monomial f(s,, s2) = s,, 3 i.e. for the integral ZZi.“, i = 0, 1,2,3 
a, # 0, a* f 0 lq’ (94 + LX: + 3413a: + j& [k,k,(ki + k:) In&,/k,) + k,k,(k~ + k:) W,Wl 
lx, #O,a,=O co t [;+(z)‘] -(Jy$n(E) 
a, =O,a,#O c 0 
a, = 0, a* = 0 et1 0 
(b) Explicit formulae of rational integrated monomial f(s,, SJ = s:, i.e. for the integral @‘, i = 0, I, 2, 3 
a, + 0, a, + 0 II:;? -& (94 + 34 + a:) + 
2 
& [k,k,(k: + k:) In&/k,) + k,k,(k: + QW,lMl 
2 I 
a, = 0, a* f 0 c 0 
a, = 0, a* # 0 C’ g [++(y -$ (2) In(Z) 
a, = 0, a> = 0 ny 0 
Table 3 
Condition Integral Expression of formula 
(a) Explicit formulae of rational integrated monomial f(s,, s2) = s:, i.e. for the integral I??. i = O,l, 2,3 
a, f 0, a* f 0 -& [(k: + IOkfk: + %:)k, Ink, - (k: + lOk:k: + 5k:)k, Ink, 
I 2 
+ (k: + IO@: + 5k:)k, Ink, - (kl + IOk:k: + 5k:)k, In k,l + 2 (-ha;: - a; - 6~;) 
I 
a, fO,a, =o e1 _ 
a, =O,a*fO Ip 
IT” 
4 
(YI = 0, crs = 0 - 3 
5ff” 
(b) Explicit formulae of rational integrated monomial f(s,, s2) = s2, 4 i.e. for the integral Lrp,4, i = 0, 1,2,3 
cq z 0, Lyz f 0 rry & [k,(k: + IOk:k: + 5k:) In k, - k,(k: + IOk:k: + 5k:) Ink, 
2 1 
-k,(kl + lOk:k: + 5k:) In k, + k,(kt + IOk:k: + 5k:) Ink,] + $$-6 a; - 64 - rx;) 
2 
r, # 0, a2 = 0 17y 3+[ (=)I 
I, = 0, a2 f 0 ny - 
I, = 0, a2 = 0 ny 
t [ G>(c?) +(Fy] +(t>“(:)+-(g3 I 
4 
5% 
Table 4 
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Condition Integral Expression of formula 
(a) Explicit formulae of rational integrated monomial f(s,, s2) = s:, i.e. for the integral I7:‘“, i = 0, 1,2,3 
a, # 0, CT, # 0 Ly 
k,k2(3k; + 3kf + IOkjk;) 
ln(kz lk, ) + 
k,k,(3k; + 3k: + lOk;k:) 
96cu:a, 96a:az 
ln(k, lk,) 
2 
+ -& [754 + 3a; + KY; + 5a;cu: + 15c+: + 150a;a:1 
I 
t [$+(:)‘f+(t)‘] -$(1>‘1n(E) 
cy, = 0, a2 # 0 G.” 0 
a, = 0, a2 = 0 ny 0 
(b) Explicit formulae of rational integrated monomial f(s,, s2) = sz, i.e. for the integral ZZ)“‘, i = 0, 1, 2.3 
k,k,(3k: + 3k; + lOk:k;) 
ln(k,lk,) + 
k,k,(3k’: + 3k; + lOk;k:) 
96afq 96cy;q 
In(kJk,) 
2 
+ 2 [754 + 15Lu; + 34 + 1544 + 150+: + 5441 
2 
a, # 0, a2 = 0 es 0 
a, = 0, 0; # 0 es $ [f+(Jgf+(2)‘] 
-% (z)‘ln(E) 
cy, =o,a;=o IP 3 0 
8. Integral formulas for product of global derivatives 
In order to obtain analytical finite element matrix due to a second-order partial differential equation without 
numerical integration, it also suffices to develop explicit integration formulas for product of global derivatives. 
We present here one such general integral formula for product of global derivatives. Let CY’ be the domain of a 
four node isoparametric quadrilaterial element of Fig. l(a,b). Then 
where 
(53) 
(54) 
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f ;b” = BiBi”, f yb" = BtByq + B;B,!, f ;;” = B;B,“, + BP,B,T, 
f ;b” = Bl;B;q f y;" = B ,;Bf, + Bf,B,!q f ;;" = BFpBJ’4 
B:, = B:,s,, + B,,,,p,z; az#O;k=O, 1,2,3; i, j= 1,2,3,4; p,q= 1,2; and 
BL,, Bi, are defined as in Eq. (10). 
PROOF. We have 
aiv. afv a(x,,x,) r>- 
ax, ax, a(s,,S2) 
ds, ds, 
Substituting from Eqs. (5), (9) and (54) we obtain 
8 (a;, + cqs, + ff2s 
-f ys,s, + 
,2) 
f 
Pds2 
O2 ds, ds, (55) 
Using the identity 
((Y~s~)~ = [(a2s$ - { - (a0 + (Y,s,)}’ + {-(cy, + (Y,s,)}~] , r = 1,2,3,. . . 
into Eq. (55), we have 
8 
(f~$+f~~Sl+fl;$S~)+(f~iq+fl;~Sl) 
cyo+(Y,s, * 
a2 
= 
(cyo + QlS, + a*$) 'I ds, d32 
f';;" fV 
LfTs, +2(a2sz-ao-a,sl) ds,ds, 
ff2 1 (56) 
On simplification and using Eq. (28), the result of Eq. (53) follows immediately. 
Note 2. Observe that in the present form of the above-derived integral formulas we need to use only three 
integrals II:,‘, niVo and I7$’ instead of the usual requirement of six integrals I7$“, ZI:,‘, I7:,‘, 17iro, II:,’ and 
n;*2. 
Note 3. integration formulas, viz. 
(574 
which are required in the axisymmetric problems of continuum mechanics can also be derived on similar lines. 
Note 4. For an arbitrarily oriented parallelogram element or a trapezium element whose sides are parallel to 
x,-axis, we have from Eqs. (3) and (4): x2 = a2 + b,s, + c2s2. Thus, for this special case of axisymmetric 
problems, the integral 
II 
N.N. 
A do 
Re x2 
can also be explicitly evaluated by the formulas proposed in Theorems 5.1-5.9 of this paper. 
(57b) 
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9. Application example 
As an application of the derived formulas of this paper we consider the following two-dimensional boundary 
value problem [8]: 
a’+ a’* 
2 + 2 + 2 = 0 within 0’ 
3Y 
IJJ = 0 on the boundary C, (58a) 
$ = 0 on the boundary C, 
where 0’ is the interior of the quadrilateral ABDC with verticles A(- l/4, d/3/4), B(0, g/3/6), C(0, I/3/2) 
and D(1/4, d3/4); boundary C,: sides AC and CD, boundary C,: sides AB and BD (See Fig. 4). 
The above boundary value problem describes the linear elastic torsion problem for an equilateral triangular 
cross-section with vertices C(0, d/3 /4), I?(- l/2,0) and F( l/2,0). Only one third of the triangle CEF is used 
due to symmetry. The torsional constant K is given by 
K=6 
For this isoparametric formulation with one quadrilateral e ement accurate solution is not expected. The above 
FE model is simply chosen for the purpose of demonstrating the use of the derived integration formulas in this 
paper. Using the isoparametric co-ordinate transformation of this paper and the Galerkin type Weighted Residual 
Finite Element procedure, the numerical solution of the above boundary value problem in Eq. (58a) for an 
arbitrary quadrilateral element in the domain fie is expressed as 
W:,l{u;) = {F;) (594 
where 
K;= 
aNi ah$ aNi a?. 
dxx+ayay (59b) 
F; =2 NidrdY, i, j = 1,2,3,4 
For the single element discretisation of Fig. 4 we have uf, us, u% along the boundary C,. Therefore, on 
application of the boundary conditions along C, we have ui = u’, = u: = 0. 
Thus, we obtain 
K;,u; = F; (ma) 
x 
Fig. 4. An equilateral triangular cross-section and finite element model. 
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where 
F; =2 
II R N, h dy 
Now, using the derived integration formulas of Eqs. (53)-(56) we have 
- s2 + s; - s,s* + s; 
(4 + s, + s*) 
ds, ds, 
(-5 - 2s, + s*) + (2;4++1r;;3;:) 
1 2 
= 0.834540211 
F;=2 
V/3 
-s,+s,s,)~(~+s, +s,)ds, ds, 
= 0.060140653 
K=6 
II P ti 
s,, s2) ds, ds, = 6 X 0.0021670005 = 0.01300203 
This is in agreement with Nguyen [8] which is evaluated by usual numerical 
10. Conclusions 
integration method. 
In this paper, we have developed explicit formulas and algorithms for computing integrals of rational 
functions of bivariate polynomial numerators with linear denominators over a (- 1, 1) square in the local 
parametric space. These integrals arise in finite element formulations of second-order partial differential 
equations, provided that the original element geometry is restricted to a linear convex quadrilateral isaparametri- 
tally, subparametrically or super parametrically. Although the numerical integration for the evaluation of the 
element matrices of governing differential equations is both simple and adaptable to computer programming, it 
increases the computations to be performed very significantly and demands much computation time in 
comparison with the finite difference method. However, evaluation of numerical integration procedures for 
curvilinear elements is not yet complete, and the above explicit integration formulae may contribute to such 
element matrix evaluation in a very direct manner for a general convex quadrilateral. We have also proposed two 
algorithms, either of these can be used to compute the n(n + 1)/2 integrals of 0th to nth order integrals of 
bivariate polynomial numerator whenever (n + 1) such integrals of order 0 to II in one of the variates are known 
by explicit integration formulas proposed in this paper and it is a direct implication of the general recurrence 
relation for this type of integrals. The analytical quadrature formulae from cubic to quintic monomial numerator 
in one of the variates is summarized in Tables 2-4. We have also derived some integration formulas for the 
product of global derivatives which find application in many areas of applied mechanics. These are improved 
over the earlier forms available in literature. In the derivation of these formulas it is shown that the integration 
formulas of global derivatives can be expressed in an alternative form which contains integrals of rational 
functions of a single variate numerator with a linear denominator and a term which can be fully integrated. 
Finally, an application example to compute the torsional constant K for an equilateral triangular cross-section is 
considered for which we have explained the detailed computational scheme. We believe that the explicit 
integration formulas presented in this paper may lead to an easy and efficient evaluation of element matrices in 
finite element solution procedures. 
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